
My Musical Friends 

I was brought up on a council estate in the Midlands which had been built to address the severe 

housing shortage after WW2. Like any new estate there were hoards of us children and we all liked 

to play together. ‘Gangs’ were a part of our lives but they were just us getting together for fun; none 

of your sex and drugs culture then. In the early years, I can’t remember anyone being able to afford 

a musical instrument until the recorder was brought in at school. 

At school, and church, I soon realised that academically I was as good as or better than anyone else 

but I had a great failing – I’m tone deaf so my singing was decidedly bottom of the class. I was even 

kept in one afternoon for not being able to repeat a simple song, which might even have been ‘Bah, 

Bah, Black Sheep! Bobby, who was the same age as me and lived next door, was an outstanding boy 

soprano and many of the others around had excellent voices and could understand music. Billy, from 

the top of the close, could even play an instrument and write simple tunes but music remained a 

complete mystery to me despite great efforts on my part to comprehend what those little black 

lollipops actually meant. 

Anyway, let’s go back to 1953 when we had a massive street party to celebrate the Queen’s 

coronation. Actually we didn’t live in a street; it was a sort-of oval called a ‘close’ which had a green 

area in the middle which we all played on. Bunting was set out and tables set up for a great spread, 

the equal of which we had never seen. After the pop and jelly one of the neighbours brought out an 

upright piano and set it up for his son, Mat to play. As soon as he hit the keyboard we all danced to 

the ragtime rhythm which came forth. Mat continued at breakneck speed through a fantastic 

repertoire of modern and classical numbers at a frantic pace without a single sheet of music. But 

soon, Bobby, Billy and I looked at each other questioning? We could not dance to the music as there 

was no rhythm – just a collection of notes, all in the right order, but no emphasis to create the 

rhythm essential for dancing. We gave up cavorting around and collected round the piano to listen. 

It was then that I noticed a device tick-tocking on top of the piano – it was a metronome which Mat’s 

dad had bought for him in a vain attempt to get him to work to a beat. 

Both Billy and Bobby continued with their musical endeavours which largely excluded me due to my 

musical dyslexia. Years later, as we reached our late teens, there was an explosion in the number of 

rock groups that were set up; many had started out as skiffle groups and moved on as electric 

guitars became more affordable. Both Billy and Bobby set out as vocalists on this road and were very 

successful in their different ways. Bobby worked through an engineering apprenticeship, and 

became very successful in his field, but all his spare time was devoted to the Victors who were 

closely modelled on the Shadows; they entertained on the local scene for nearly thirty years. Billy 

formed a rival band – the Destroyers who were equally successful - though for a much shorter span 

as Billy gave up his bank job to write songs and perform on his own. 

Both groups were emulated by others and you can still go to Rock ‘n’ Roll dances on most weekends 

in the area though both the Victors and the Destroyers are no more – an exciting though brief part 

of the Midlands history. 

Sorry, what did you say? Have I forgotten something? 

“What became of the guy who could play all the notes but had no sense of rhythm?” 



Oh yes – Mat - he became a world famous modern jazz pianist. 


